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Aims

1. Motivation
Heavy ion reactions around Fermi energy

The energy of the projectile in heavy ion reactions studied in the past two decades subtends a wide range from a few MeV per nucleon up to energies exceeding 1 AGeV. In the low energy domain the relative velocities of colliding nuclei are small with respect to the internal Fermi motion of nucleons constituting heavy ions. This in turn causes that individual nucleon-nucleon interactions are hindered by the Pauli principle, so the nuclear interaction at these energies is mostly understood in terms of the mean held approach. The peripheral and semiperipheral collisions lead to quasielastic and deep inelastic processes characterized by two massive, more or less excited fragments in the reaction exit channel, while the central and semicentral collisions lead to a fusion. The low energy reaction scenarios which clearly distinguish binary processes and the complete fusion become invalid at higher energies. At projectile velocity approaching the velocity of sound in nuclear matter (corresponding to energy around 14 AMeV) new processes do appear. These are nonequilibrium emission of nucleons and clusters, projectile break-up and multifragmentation of the entire system, considered as a sort of liquid to gas phase transition of highly excited nuclear matter. At energies exceeding the Fermi limit \( E > 30.4 \text{MeV} \) the mean field role is significantly reduced and two-body interactions begin to take over. At energies above \( \sim 100 \text{ AMeV} \) the strength of the mean field becomes negligible in comparison to the single nucleon kinetic energy. In consequence the Pauli principle loses its blocking power, the mean free path for nucleon-nucleon collisions decreases and the intra nuclear cascade of collisions can develop. The variety of phenomena observed in heavy ion reactions depends not only on the energy but also on the impact parameter and mass available in processes.

In recent years a number of models has been developed to explain the mechanism of heavy ion reactions. These models may be divided into two basic categories. The first class of models is based on the assumption that the reaction mechanism is governed by mean field effects. The individual nucleon-nucleon interactions are suppressed by the Pauli principle and the process is described by
the one-body formalism. The second category of models assumes that heavy ion collisions proceed vastly by two-body interaction. In between these extremes there are models linking the mean field and nucleon-nucleon dynamics.

Heavy ion reactions at intermediate energies, especially in the transitional Fermi energy domain, are of considerable interest both for studying of nuclear dynamics, such as compression and expansion modes, and for producing of secondary radioactive beams. The aim of these works is to answer the questions: (i) how rapidly does reaction mechanism evolve from low to high energy regime, (ii) does the neutron excess of the projectile and target influence the production of exotic nuclei. (iii) what a new phenomena can be met. In order to test our understanding of the heavy ion reaction mechanism in the Fermi energy domain, where the transition effects are expected to occur, the experimental data obtained for the $^{18}$O (35 AMeV)+$^9$Be($^{181}$Ta) reactions have been compared with model results employing the Quantum Molecular Dynamics transport code.

2. Fragment-separator COMBAS

The COMBAS (Fig. 1) large solid angle and high momentum acceptance and high-resolving in-flight separator has been created at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR. to efficiently collect extremely short-lived nuclei near the zero angle which are produced in intermediate energy heavy ions reactions with wide momentum and wide angular distributions. For the first time the $M_1,M_2,M_3,F_4,M_5,M_6,F_5$ magneto-optical configuration of the COMBAS separator has been realized on the strong focussing principle. The separation and trajectory analysis of particles by the separator are carried out by three parameters: the magnetic rigidity ($B_0$), the energy loss difference in the degrader ($\Delta E/\Delta X$)and the time-of-flight ($\Delta T$) of the analyzed particles. The COMBAS separator can be used efficiently both in the mode of a high- resolving spectrometer to study reaction mechanisms and in the mode of an in-flight separator in experiments on the synthesis and study of properties of short-lived exotic nuclei near the drip-lines.
3. Research program for the nearest years

For several years ahead, the Program includes –

1. Study of the mechanisms of reactions involving heavy ions (S, Ar, Ca, Ni) at intermediate energies (30–50 MeV/A) and light (Be, C) and heavy (Ta, Au) element targets.
2. Production of beams of radioactive nuclei from C to Ar.
3. Modeling and interpretation of the obtained data array within known theoretical approaches, including the most realistic modern method of Anti-Symmetrized Molecular Dynamics (AMD). Using the AMD method, it is possible to describe equally well both shell-like and cluster structure of light nuclei without any model assumptions. The AMD method has been successfully applied to recent experimental data on nuclear reactions and cluster structures of the $^{6-11}\text{Li}$ and $^{8-12}\text{Be}$ isotope series.
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